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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: PRACTICAL EXAMINATION 2011 (version 1) 
  Candidate:   
  Marker:   
    120 0 0 
    Total Pupil IDC 
1.1 SELECT *    FROM tblCountries ORDER BY country; 3   

0 

1.2 SELECT * FROM tblEvents WHERE category = 'Swimming'; 3   
1.3 SELECT athlete FROM tblResults WHERE medal = 'Silver' OR 

medal = 'Gold'(or any correct condition, -1 to a max of 
2 for mistakes); 4   

1.4 SELECT continent, COUNT(*) AS countries FROM 
tblCountries GROUP BY continent; 4   

1.5 UPDATE tblCountries SET continent = 'Europe' WHERE code 
= 'RUS'; 3   

1.6 
INSERT INTO tblResults (eventID, athlete, medal, 
code)(correct field list, ‘record’ is optional) VALUES 
(47, 'Kerron Stewart', 'Silver', 'JAM') (correct values, 
appropriate for fields, -1 to a max of 2 for mistakes); 

4   
1.7 SELECT athlete FROM tblResults INNER JOIN tblEvents ON 

tblResults.eventID = tblEvents.eventID WHERE description 
= '100 metres'; 5   

1.8 
SELECT country, medal(both country and medal must be 
present), COUNT(*) FROM tblResults INNER JOIN 
tblCountries ON tblResults.code = tblCountries.code 
GROUP BY country, medal; 7   

1.9 SELECT SUM(officials) * 500 AS Cost FROM tblEvents WHERE 
description LIKE '*freestyle*'(accept also '*freestyle' 
/ Could also use RIGHT(description, 9)(both parameters 
correct) = 'freestyle'); 7   

    
2 

Class name, at least one property is: private, correctly typed and correctly 
named; other instance vars correct, constructor named correctly, 4 
parameters, parameter assignments correct; at least one accessor method: 
correctly typed, correctly named, correct return, all other accessors correct; 
toString correct, correct fields and format (-1 to a max of -2 for errors) 

15   0 
    

3.1 Class name OlympicRecord, extends RaceResult 2   

0 

3.2 Constructor named correctly, 4 parameters, calls parent constructor with 
relevant parameters 3   

3.3 Method named isValid, if-statement condition (getPosition() == 1) , return 
appropriate values 4   

   
4.1 Class extends OlympicRecord 1   

0 

4.2 Constructor method is named correctly, uses parent constructor. 2   
4.3 toString method correct header, call parent toString, append “World 

Record” text. 3   
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5.1 Class called RecordManager 1   

0 

5.2 Array of RaceResults declared, 500 elements, int counter. 4   
5.3 

Constructor method RecordManager, opens file for reading, loops correctly, 
parses line for ‘#’ character, determines type of record (‘---‘, ‘OLR’, ‘WRC’), 
creates appropriate objects with correct parameters for at least one, adds 
to array, increments counter, reads in next line for parsing. 12   

5.4 toString method added, for-loop through elements, appent  to temp String 
using object’s toString, add new line character. 5   

5.5 

Method called delete (or appropriate name, “remove” etc.) , accepts 
integer parameter, correct for-loop, shift elements , decrease counter. 5   

5.6 
Method given appropriate name (e.g. countOlympicRecords) 
, for-loop, “instanceof” check, increment counter, 
return counter. Second method (countWorldRecords) 
employs same logic. 6   

5.7 
Method called validate, iterates through array, checks 
for “instanceof” OlympicRecord, type-casts correctly, 
checks isValid method, uses delete method (Q5.5) to 
remove element from array 6   

    
6.1 Determine whether contains “m”, extract minutes extract seconds correct 

calculation (m*60+s), return double value of seconds 5   

0 
6.2 Correct method header, mark for appending getTimeInSeconds method 

results to toString 2   
    

7 

Instantiates a RecordManager object, calls toString method, outputs results 
of both countOR and countWR methods at least once, validates data. 4   0 

 


